A Sequential Learning Approach for Scaling Up Filter-Based Feature Subset Selection.
Increasingly, many machine learning applications are now associated with very large data sets whose sizes were almost unimaginable just a short time ago. As a result, many of the current algorithms cannot handle, or do not scale to, today's extremely large volumes of data. Fortunately, not all features that make up a typical data set carry information that is relevant or useful for prediction, and identifying and removing such irrelevant features can significantly reduce the total data size. The unfortunate dilemma, however, is that some of the current data sets are so large that common feature selection algorithms-whose very goal is to reduce the dimensionality-cannot handle such large data sets, creating a vicious cycle. We describe a sequential learning framework for feature subset selection (SLSS) that can scale with both the number of features and the number of observations. The proposed framework uses multiarm bandit algorithms to sequentially search a subset of variables, and assign a level of importance for each feature. The novel contribution of SLSS is its ability to naturally scale to large data sets, evaluate such data in a very small amount of time, and be performed independently of the optimization of any classifier to reduce unnecessary complexity. We demonstrate the capabilities of SLSS on synthetic and real-world data sets.